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Taking the surrogate fuel (64% ethylene and 36% methane in mole 

percentage) for regenerative cooling pyrolysis products used in HIFiRE-2 

scramjet combustor as an example, present work systematically explores the 

workflow of the integrated mechanism reduction for surrogate fuel of 

pyrolysis products, the kinetic performance verification of the preferred 

reduced mechanism, and the combustion simulation application of the 

reduced mechanism in scramjet combustor. A static integrated reduction 

strategy is performed to obtain reduced mechanism for the surrogate fuel 

with the NUIGMech1.2 as detailed mechanism under wide conditions for 

temperature range of 900 - 1800 K, pressure range of 1 - 4 atm, and 

equivalence ratio range of 0.25 - 5.0. A reduced mechanism (34 species and 

181 reactions) with remarkably reduced size is obtained, which presents 

favorable performance in comprehensive kinetic validations. With this 

compact and high-fidelity reduced mechanism, the combustion simulations 

for the scramjet combustor are carried out combining with tabulation of 

dynamic adaptive chemistry for run-time speed-up. The simulation results of 

static pressure profiles obtained for cold and hot states match well with the 

experimental measurements for the two conditions with flight Mach number 

of 5.84 and 6.50. Meanwhile, the flow and combustion characteristics of the 

two conditions are investigated based on simulation results. The integrated 

reduction strategy and systematic kinetic verification used in present work 

provide reference values for the application of more complex surrogate fuel 

mechanisms in scramjet combustor combustion simulation. 

Key words: Pyrolysis products; Surrogate fuel; Integrated reduction 
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1. Introduction 

As the increase in flight speed and time, the thermal environment of scramjet engines becomes 

even harsher, thermal protection issue increasingly become a technological bottleneck for reliable 

operation of scramjet engines [1]. Regenerative cooling is one of the key technologies of thermal 

protection for scramjet combustor, which uses onboard liquid endothermic hydrocarbon fuel as 
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cooling medium [2, 3]. Fuel such as aviation kerosene first flows through cooling channels 

surrounding the combustor and carries heat away from wall via convection heat transfer and 

endothermic reactions [4]. As pyrolysis occurs, large molecules of fuel decompose into small 

molecule hydrocarbons and hydrogen [2, 3, 5]. Previous studies on pyrolysis of aviation fuels have 

shown high total molar fraction of ethylene and methane [2, 3, 5], they bound the range of ignition 

delay times associated with hydrocarbon fuels over a broad range of operating conditions [6]. Thus, 

hypersonic international flight research experimentation flight 2 (HIFiRE-2) [7, 8] adopted an 

surrogate fuel with a binary blend of 64% ethylene and 36% methane (in mole percentage) to 

characterize the ignition and flameholding characteristics of partially-cracked JP-7 [9]. Given that the 

HIFiRE-2 scramjet combustor adopts a relatively simple pyrolysis product surrogate fuel, and has 

relatively detailed configuration parameters and experimental data from ground direct-connect rig 

platform, it is well suited for the study of mechanism reduction methods for surrogate fuel, kinetic 

performance verification scheme for preferred reduced mechanism, and the application of reduced 

mechanism in combustion simulation of scramjet combustor. 

A variety of detailed kinetic models related to the combustion of small molecules (C0-C4) of 

hydrogen and hydrocarbon fuels are developed in recent decades [10-14]. Among them, the 

NUIGMech1.2 [14] including 2,857 species and 11,814 reactions can well characterize the 

combustion and pyrolysis characteristics for single-component and multi-component blended fuels 

under wide working conditions [14-17]. However, its large size leads to prohibitive computational cost 

and brings stiff problem to numerical solution [18]. To facilitate the application of fuel mechanism in 

combustion simulation of combustors, many static mechanism reduction methods are developed in 

recent years to obtain reduced mechanism without sacrificing accuracy on relevant combustion 

characteristics within a certain range of operating conditions [18, 19]. DRG-related methods yield a 

good compromise between reduction accuracy and computational cost, hence they are often employed 

first in multi-stage reductions [18, 19]. Xue et al. [19] recently proposed the path flux analysis with 

error propagation (PFAEP) method, this method presents excellent performance among six DRG-

related methods in the reduction of isobutene [18, 19]. Sensitivity analysis (SA) based methods usually 

eliminate unnecessary species in uncertain species set derived by DRG-related methods, and these 

methods are created to efficiently aid reduction process [18, 20]. The traditional SA methods need to 

iteratively compute the sensitivity coefficients of species to eliminate unnecessary species, resulting in 

very high computational cost [20]. Xi et al. [20] improved SA based method by firstly identifying of 

strongly-coupled species pairs and then performing incremental species deletion. As demonstrated in 

the reduction of n-heptane mechanism, the computational cost is greatly decreased [20]. After the 

stages of species elimination reduction, mechanisms can be further reduced by eliminating 

unimportant reactions. Lu et al. [21] developed the reaction elimination method based on the 

computational singular perturbation (CSP) importance index. Considering each reduction method is 

tailored for a specific reduction stage, integrated strategies are preferred in mechanism reduction 

process, which are proved to be reliable and efficient to achieve maximal reduction of many fuels [21-

23]. Additionally, the tabulation of dynamic adaptive chemistry (TDAC) method is proved to be 

promising in decreasing prohibitive computational cost in combustion simulation of combustors with 

reduced or detailed mechanisms [24-27]. The dynamic adaptive chemistry (DAC) method acquires 

local reduced mechanism at run-time, and the in-situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) algorithm tabulates 

and reuses previously solutions [24-26]. Li et al. [25] evaluated the speed-up performance of different 
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dynamic reduction methods with ISAT turned on for reduced and detailed mechanisms of natural gas 

and biogas in combustion simulation of Delft jet in hot co-flow burner, and found that elementary flux 

analysis (EFA) [28] presents superior performances. 

Some researchers have carried out mechanism reduction for small molecule fuels, However, the 

reduced mechanism applicable for multi-component fuels is larger in size, and fewer mechanisms are 

specialized for dual fuel of methane and ethylene. Sharma et al. [29] yielded a skeletal mechanism for 

high-temperature combustion of H2/CO/C1-C4 compounds with 50 species and 373 reactions by 

reducing USC Mech-II [11]. Xue et al. [19] derived a skeletal mechanism suitable for oxidation of 

hydrocarbon and oxygenated C0-C4 fuels under wide range of conditions containing 149 species and 

925 reactions by performing reductions for AramcoMech 3.0 [30]. Luo et al. [31] achieved a skeletal 

mechanism for ethylene/methane mixtures with excessive NO enrichment consisting of 44 species and 

269 reactions by reducing an integrated mechanism of USC Mech-II [11] and GRI-Mech 3.0 [13]. 

Concerning the combustion simulation of HIFiRE-2 combustor, based on the detailed mechanism 

GRI-Mech 3.0 (53 species and 325 reactions) [13], Saghafian et al. [32] conducted a large eddy 

simulation study using compressible flamelet/progress variable approach. In the Reynolds-averaged 

Navier-Stokes simulations [7, 33], a reduced Taitech-Princeton ethylene model of 22 species and over 

200 reactions was developed based on the mechanism of Wang and Laskin [10]. However, more 

details about this specialized mechanism are not provided. Therefore, it is necessary to propose a 

compact and comprehensively validated reduction mechanism specialized for for dual fuel of methane 

and ethylene. 

Given the promising application of regenerative cooling technology for scramjet combustor and 

the lack of integrated reduction strategy for surrogate fuel of pyrolysis products, present work aims to 

explore the whole workflow from the integrated reduction of surrogate fuel, comprehensive kinetic 

performance verification of preferred reduced mechanism, to the combustion simulation application of 

the mechanism in scramjet combustor. Based on the development of mechanism reduction methods in 

recent years, a static integrated reduction strategy is proposed and performed to obtain a high-fidelity 

reduced mechanism of surrogate fuel with NUIGMech1.2 [14] as the detailed mechanism. To ensure 

the reliability of obtained reduced mechanism, systematic validations are conducted on kinetic 

characteristics. Combined with the TDAC method [24], this mechanism is applied to the combustion 

simulations of HIFiRE-2 scramjet combustor. And then the flow and combustion characteristics are 

investigated according to the results of combustion simulations under two conditions with flight Mach 

number of 5.84 and 6.50. 

2. Computational specifications 

2.1. Static reduction setup 

The flowchart of the static integrated reduction strategy with NUIGMech1.2 [14] as the detailed 

mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 1. Mechanism extraction and clean-up is first carried out to extract 

sub-mechanism of species with carbon number ≤ 4 (including H2 mechanism) and clean unnecessary 

sub-mechanisms of NOx and NH3. According to the operating conditions of HIFiRE-2 scramjet 

combustor [7, 8], the temperature range of 900 - 1800 K, pressure range of 1 - 4 atm, and equivalence 

ratio range of 0.25 - 5.0 are chosen as the target reduction conditions. Two stages species elimination 

are performed in sequence by the cost-effective PFAEP [19] method and the relatively costly but 

efficient improved SA method [20], followed by further reaction elimination based on the CSP 
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importance index [21]. And then systematic kinetic verifications are conducted on the preferred 

reduced mechanism intended for combustion simulation to check its reliability. These kinetic 

verifications, including ignition delay times (IDTs), laminar flame speeds (LFSs), species 

concentration profiles (SCPs), adiabatic flame temperature profiles (AFTPs) and “S”-curves, are 

performed by the Chemkin-pro package [34]. Present integrated skeletal reduction is performed by the 

automatic mechanism reduction program ReaxRed [19, 35] adopting the relative error of IDTs as the 

indicator, which has proven to be effective in extensive reduction practices [19-21]. 

 

Fig. 1. The integrated reduction strategy adopted for mechanism reduction and verification 

scheme for preferred reduced mechaism. 

2.2. Computational domain and boundary conditions 

The structure and experimental measurement data of investigated model scramjet combustor are 

taken from the revelent researches of HIFiRE-2 [7, 8, 36]. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the whole scramjet 

combustor consists of an isolator (equal-area of 101.6 mm × 25.4 mm) section of 203.2 mm in length, 

and a combustor section dominated by two symmetrically distributed cavities of 508.1 mm in length 

with unilateral expansion angle of 1.3°. The fuel is injected into the combustor from P1 and S1 two-

stage injector stations, each stage has four injectors at the top and bottom that equally spaced with 

spacing of 25.4 mm. The diameters of the two stages of injectors are 3.1750 mm and 2.3876 mm with 

inclination angles of 15° and 90° respectively. For more details on the combustor configuration, the 

experimental setup and data measurements please refer to the revelent references [7, 8, 36, 37]. Due to 

the symmetry of combustor structure, one quarter of the rig geometry with symmetry boundary 

conditions is used for present simulation to reduce the computational cost [7]. Referring to the mesh 

resolution of Storch et al. [7] and the mesh independence analysis in Part 2 of Supplementary material, 

a hexahedral structured mesh consisting of about 1.40 million mesh cells is finally adopted to 

discretize the computational domain. Fig. 2(c) demonstrates the mesh distribution near the two-stage 

fuel jets and the cavity, injectors adopt outer and inner "O" grid block schemes, and mesh cells are 

clustered near the fuel jets, shear layers of cavity, and walls. 
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Fig. 2. (a) The geometry schematic of the HIFiRE-2 scramjet combustor (unit: mm); (b) The 

computational mesh of one quarter of the rig geometry; (c) Mesh refinement around two-stage 

fuel jet and cavity. 

The boundary conditions and experimental data used in the present combustion simulation are 

determined based on the ground experiment [36] and the accompanying simulation study [7]. The 

results of flight Mach number ( Ma ) of 5.84 and 6.50 are taken as examples to illustrate the 

applicability of the preferred reduced mechanism. The flow paramaters of combustor inlet and 

equivalence ratios of two stages ( P  and S ) are summarized in Tab. 1. As the experiments are 

conducted in arc-heated tunnel, no contaminant component introduced in free incoming air flow. The 

mass flow rate of methane/ethylene duel fuel for each stage is determined by the mass flow rate of the 

airflow and the corresponding equivalence ratios, and the total temperature of fuel is 300 K. The 

turbulent intensity I  of airflow and fuel jets are both taken as 5%. The turbulent kinetic energy k and 

specific dissipation rate  are respectively estimated by  
2

1.5 UI  and  0.5 0.25/k C l , where U is the 

magnitude of velocity and constant C  equals to 0.09. Turbulent length scale l  is calculated by 

0.07L , where the characteristic scale L  are the diameter of fuel injectors and the hydraulic diameter 

for combustor inlet. Wall functions of kqRWallFunction, omegaWallFunction, alphatWallFunction, 

and nutkWallFunction are adopted and targeted for high Reynolds number flow to model 

corresponding turbulence variables in boundary layers. 

 

Tab. 1. The boundary conditions of two experimental conditions with flight mach number of 

5.84 and 6.50.  

 

 

 

 

 

2.3. Numerical simulation setup 

The combustion simulations are performed using the high speed gas phase compressible 

combustion solver [38] developed on the open-source platform OpenFOAM [39]. The inviscid 

convective fluxes are evaluated by Kurganov and Tadmor scheme [40, 41]. Second-order Crank-

Ma  0T (K) T (K) 0p (MPa) p (kPa) U (m/s) t  P  S  

5.84 1550 751.53 1.482 80.00 1365.71 0.65 0.15 0.50 

6.50 1848 895.19 1.496 74.50 1510.84 1.00 0.40 0.60 
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Nicholson time integration scheme is used [42]. Second-order total variation decreasing scheme (van 

Leer flux limiter [43]) is used for divergence schemes of velocity, species mass fraction, internal 

energy, and turbulence variable fluxes. Laplacian schemes are Gauss linear corrected and the surface 

normal gradient scheme is corrected. The gradient schemes of turbulence variables, velocity, and 

pressure are cellLimited Gauss Linear 1, and the others are Gauss linear by default. The interpolation 

scheme for the reconstructed density, velocity, temperature, and species mass fraction is van Leer and 

the others are linear by default. Ignition in simulation is accomplished by means of adding energy 

source terms in the patch region over a period. Adjustable time step is used and the maximum 

Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy number is set to 0.3. Turbulent Schmidt number and turbulent Prandtl 

number are respectively set to 0.9 and 0.72. The SST k   turbulence model [44-46] and the partially 

stirred reactor (PaSR) combustion model [47-49] are respectively used to model turbulent flow, 

turbulence and combustion interaction. The model constant mixC in PaSR is taken as 0.01 [50, 51]. The 

mechanism reduction method for TDAC part is EFA reduction method [25, 52] and ISAT algorithm 

[53]. On the TDAC reduction, the ISAT tabulation tolerance ISAT  and the reduction tolerance EFA  

are both set to 
41 10  according to previous related studies [24-26]. Previous studies indicated that 

thermal radiation can affect the combustion characteristics of premixed combustible mixtures in one-

dimensional laminar burning velocity [54, 55]. Whereas the radiation effect is usually ignored in the 

combustion simulations in engineering scale combustor of HIFiRE-2 scramjet [7, 32, 33, 56], hence 

the effect is not considered in the current simulations. 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Acquisition of preferred reduced mechanism and its systematic kinetic verifications 

Following the scheduled reduction strategy in Fig. 1, the skeletal reduction is carried out for 

NUIGMech1.2 by setting the maximum relative error (MaxRE) of IDTs ≤ 20% [57] under the target 

reduction conditions.The reduced mechanisms of the surrogate fuel obtained at different stages are 

summarized in Tab. 2. After the first stage of species elimination using PFAEP method [19], the 

obtained reduced mechanism 78S-472R is significantly reduced compared to the preprocessed 

mechanism 581S-3200R. A more compact reduced mechanism 34S-208R is derived in the second 

stage reduction for uncertain species set by adopting the improved SA method [20] with a slight 

increase in the mean relative error (MeanRE) of IDTs from 3.83% to 7.44%. After reaction 

elimination based on the method of CSP importance index [21], the reduced mechanism 34S-181R is 

obtained with the MeanRE of 8.02%. Given its compact size and the ability to predict IDTs within 

reasonable accuracy [57], the mechanism 34S-181R is assumed as the preferred reduced mechanism 

for the surrogate fuel. Due to the absence of kinetic experiments for the compositions of current 

surrogate fuel, the kinetic performance for its reduced mechanism 34S-181R are validated for methane 

and ethylene separately under conditions relevant to the reduction conditions. Furthermore, 

considering the mechanisms applicable for dual fuel of methane and ethylene, such as mechanisms of 

Sharma et al. (50S-373R) [29], Xue et al. (149S-925R) [19], Luo et al. (44S-269R) [31], and GRI-

Mech 3.0 (53S-325R) [13], their kinetic performances are systematically compared with the preferred 

skeletal mechanism obtained in present work in the Supplementary material. Compared to these 

mechanisms, the preferred skeletal mechanism not only presents favorable prediction results, but also 

more compact in size. Thus, it is more suitable for combustion simulations of HIFiRE-2 combustor 

fueled by the surrogate fuel.  
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Tab. 2. Dual fuel reduced mechanisms obtained at different static reduction stages. 

a 
Labeled by the number of species and reactions in the corresponding reduced mechanism. 

b
 Maximum relative error and mean relative error under the reduction conditions. 

 

Since auto-ignition of fuel has been proved to be responsible for the flame stabilization 

mechanism in combustion simulations of scramjet combustors [58, 59], the capability of the reduced 

mechanism on the IDTs of fuel/air mixtures is first verified. Hu et al. [60] conducted the experimental 

measurements of IDTs for methane/air mixture in a shock tube under wide temperature range, pressure  

of 1 and 3 atm, and equivalence ratio   of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. Yang et al. [57] supplemented the 

experimental measurements of IDTs for ethylene/air mixtures in a shock tube under wide temperature 

range, pressure of 1 and 4 atm, and   of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively show the 

comparison of the prediction results of IDTs of the reduced mechanism 34S-181R and the detailed 

mechanism NUIGMech1.2 for methane/air and ethylene/air mixture with different equivalent ratios 

under corresponding conditions. In the figures, symbols are experimental data, solid lines are 

prediction results using the reduced mechanism, and the dashed lines are prediction results using the 

original detailed mechanism NUIGMech 1.2. This default rule is followed subsequently unless 

otherwise stated. As can be observed, the reduced mechanism with significantly reduced size can still 

well reproduce the simulation results of the detailed mechanism under various conditions, and its 

simulation results are in good agreement with experimental data. 

Fig. 3. Validation of IDTs of methane/air mixture under wide temperature ranges. 

Reduction Method Reduced mechanisms
 a
 MaxRE

 b
 MeanRE

 b
 

Extraction and clean-up 581S-3200R - - 

PFAEP  78S-472R 13.70% 3.83% 

PFAEP + Improved SA 34S-208R 18.54% 7.44% 

PFAEP + Improved SA + CSP importance index 34S-181R 19.64% 8.02% 
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Fig. 4. Validation of IDTs of ethylene/air mixture under wide temperature ranges. 

As the residence time of the fluid in recirculation zones formed by the flame stabilizer is 

significantly longer and the flow velocity is lower, the accurate prediction of LFSs becomes relevant 

under this scenario [61]. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively depict the comparison of the prediction results 

of the reduced and detailed mechanisms for LFSs of methane/air and ethylene/air mixtures with 

various equivalence ratios at different initial pressures and temperatures. As can be observed the 

reduced mechanism can accurately capture the change of LFSs with initial pressure and temperature, 

and its simulation results coincide well with the experimental data of methane/air [60, 62-64] and 

ethylene/air [65-70] mixtures provided by different researchers. 

Fig. 5. Validation of LFSs of methane/air mixture under wide equivalence ratio ranges. 

Fig. 6. Validation of LFSs of ethylene/air mixture under wide equivalence ratio ranges. 
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The SCPs obtained in a jet-stirred reactor are able to effectively characterize the evolution for 

consumption and production of concerned species under investigated operating conditions. Cong et al. 

[71] performed JSR experiments for methane oxidation under different conditions ( T = 900 - 1450 K, 

p = 1.0 atm,   = 0.1, 0.6, and 1.5) using N2 diluted methane with an initial mole fraction of 0.01 and 

a residence time of 120 ms. Jallais et al. [72] performed JSR experiments for ethylene oxidation under 

different conditions (T = 773 - 900 K, p = 1.0 atm,  = 3, 5, and 10) using N2 diluted ethylene with 

an initial molar fraction of 0.05 and a residence time of 1.3 s. In comparison with the corresponding 

experimental data [71, 72], Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 successively illustrate the simulated concentration 

profiles using the reduced and detailed mechanisms for fuel (CH4 and C2H4) and major products (CO, 

CO2, and etc.) during oxidation of CH4/O2/N2 mixture and C2H4/O2/N2 mixture with different 

equivalence ratios. From the comparison results, one can conclude that the reduced mechanism has a 

favorable prediction performance on fuel consumption and major product generation. 

 Fig. 7. Validation of SCPs of fuel and major products for CH4/O2/N2 mixture of different 

equivalence ratios. 

Fig. 8. Validation of SCPs of fuel and major products for C2H4/O2/N2 mixture of different 

equivalence ratios. 
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When analyzing premixed flames, AFTPs are critical for characterizing stable combustion 

region [73, 74]. Fig. 9 provides the comparison of AFTPs for the reduced and detailed mechanisms 

under initial temperature of 1200 K, pressure of 3.0 atm, and equivalence ratios ranging from 0.1 - 4.0. 

In following figures, symbols are prediction results using the original detailed mechanism NUIGMech 

1.2, and solid lines are prediction results using the reduced mechanism. For simulation settings, the 

initial temperature is determined by the non-reacting temperature field with fuel injected around the 

two cavities, the pressure is determined by the combusor experimental pressure [7] for the two 

operating conditions in Tab. 2, the fuel and oxidizer are respectively set to be surrogate fuel and air. 

The AFTPs simulated with the two mechanisms are visually indistinguishable, which demonstrates the 

reliability of the predicted results for the thermochemical properties of the reduced mechanism. 

“S”-curves characterize the evolution of combustion state of premixed mixture in perfectly 

stirred reactor with residence time [50, 75]. Fig. 10 illustrates the comparison of “S”-curves simulated 

by the reduced and detailed mechanism for initial temperature of 1200 K, pressure of 3.0 atm, and 

equivalence ratios of 0.5 - 1.5. The initial temperature, fuel and oxidizer in simulation setup are 

consistent with the aforementioned description. As can be observed, the reduced mechanism well 

maintain the prediction performance of the detailed mechanism on the combustion states of ignition, 

extinction, intermediate unstable combustion, and stable combustion of premixed mixtures.  

Fig. 9. Validation of AFTPs of surrogate fuel/air mixture of different equivalence ratios under initial 

temperature of 1200 K and pressure of 3.0 atm. 

Fig. 10. Validation of “S”-curves of surrogate fuel/air simulated by different mechanisms at 

equivalence ratios of 0.5 - 1.5 and pressures of 3 atm. 
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According to above systematic kinetic verifications, the simulation results of the reduced 

mechanism match well with corresponding experimental measurements for IDTs, LFSs, and SCPs. 

Meanwhile, it provides consistent results with the detailed mechanism in aspect of AFTPs and “S” -

curves. Reaction path analyses of the detailed mechanism and the reduced mechanism for the ignition 

moments relevant to combustion conditions are provided in Supplementary material. As can be 

concluded from the analysis results, the preferred reduced mechanism retains dominant key reaction 

pathways of the surrogate fuel in combustion processes. The results demonstrate that this compact and 

high-fidelity reduced mechanism for the surrogate fuel is well prepared for the combustion simulations 

of scramjet combustor in next section. This mechanism can be acquired from the Supplementary 

material. 

3.2. Application of the reduced mechanism for surrogate fuel in combustion simulations 

The reduced mechanism 34S-181R of surrogate fuel obtained by the static integrated reduction 

method is applied to combustion simulations of HIFiRE-2 combustor. The TDAC method of dynamic 

EFA [25] reduction method and the ISAT algorithm [53] is also adopted for further run-time speed-up.  

The static pressure distribution profiles obtained from simulations of the two operating conditions in 

Tab. 2 are compared with the corresponding experimental measurements [36]. Numerical schlieren 

images (calculated by  ) for cold and hot states are synchronously provided, due to the flow field 

shock wave structure can significantly affect the pressure distribution profiles. 

Static pressure profiles and numerical schlieren images of cold and hot states for Ma = 5.84 

and Ma = 6.50 are sequentially presented in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. As for the cold states, the flow 

structures in the whole combustor are well captured in schlieren images. Expansion waves formed at 

starting point of the divergence angle of combustor and their reflected waves are observed upstream of 

the combustor. Besides, the expansion waves formed at the shear layers of the two cavities are firstly 

reflected between the shear layers, and then reflected several times on the upper and lower walls 

downstream of the combustor. As for the pressure profiles, the pressure begins to drop at the starting 

point of upper cavity and maintains essentially uniformity within the cavity, the pressure gradually 

rises as the shear layer of the cavity impinges the trailing edge of the cavity, and the pressure rises 

further due to the narrowing of the flow path along the trailing edge of the cavity. According to the 

flow phenomena in the combustor resolved from numerical schlieren images, the distribution 

characteristics of the pressure profiles at the downstream of combustor upper wall can be interpreted 

intuitively. As for the hot states, the simulated pressure profiles agree well with the corresponding 

experimental measurements in terms of the initial pressure rise position and the pressure rise ratio. The 

agreement means current simulations resolve well the combustion intensity and distribution of heat 

release that can be reflected by the static pressure profiles along the combustor [76]. Due to the 

thermal blockage caused by the combustion occurred in cavities and the narrowed flow path, there are 

complex interactions between flow and combustion near the aftwall of the cavities, resulting in some 

differences between the simulation results and the experimental measurements. As can be noted in 

schlieren images, pre-combustion shock waves caused by combustion heat release propagate to 

upstream of the combustor. As combustion occurs in cavities, shock waves undergo multiple 

reflections between cavity shear layers. At the divergence section downstream of cavities, the intensity 

of the reflected shock waves gradually decreases, which is well reflected in the upper wall pressure 

profile distribution. Additionally, due to the lower global equivalence ratio of the first stage fuel 
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injection for the case Ma = 5.84, the intensity of the upstream pre-combustion shock waves is higher 

compared to that of Ma = 6.50. The wall pressure of the latter is higher near the first stage fuel 

injection due to higher global equivalence ratio. 

Fig. 11. Static pressure profiles and numerical schlieren images of cold and hot states for flight 

Mach number of 5.84. 

Fig. 12. Static pressure profiles and numerical schlieren images of cold and hot states for flight 

Mach number of 6.50. 

4. Conclusions 

Taking the surrogate fuel of partially cracked JP-7 fuel, i.e., 64% ethylene and 36% methane, 

utilized in the HIFiRE-2 scramjet combustor as an example, present work systematically explores the 

workflow of integrated reduction, comprehensive kinetic validations of obtained reduced mechanism, 

and the application of the reduced mechanism to combustion simulation. Under the target reduction 

conditions for temperature range of 900 - 1800 K, pressure range of 1 - 4 atm, and equivalence ratio 

range of 0.25 - 5.0, a preferred reduced mechanism (34 species and 181 reactions) of the surrogate fuel 

with remarkably reduced size is obtained by the proposed static integrated reduction strategy, which 
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successively consists methods of PFAEP, improved SA and CSP importance index. In comprehensive 

kinetic validations, this reduced mechanism presents favorable performance in terms of IDTs, LFSs, 

SCPs, AFTPs and “S”-curves, which demonstrates the reliability of the mechanism derivated from the 

integrated reduction strategy. The applicability of this high-fidelity mechanism is illustrated in 

combustion simulations for HIFiRE-2 scramjet combustor under two operating conditions with 

simulated flight Mach number of 5.84 and 6.50 combining with TDAC of EFA dynamic reduction 

method and ISAT algorithm for further run-time speed-up. Based on simulation results, the flow and 

combustion characteristics in the combustor are investigated jointly for the two cases. The integrated 

reduction strategy and systematic kinetic verification method used in present work provides reference 

values for the application of more complex surrogate fuel mechanisms in scramjet combustor 

simulations. 
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Nomenclature 

mixC     - mixing constant of PaSR model 

I         - turbulent intensity 

k    - turbulent kinetic energy, [m
2
/s

2
] 

L    - characteristic scale, [m] 

l           - turbulent length scale, [m] 

Ma    - flight Mach number 

0p         - total pressure, [MPa] 

p        - static pressure, [kPa] or [atm] 

0T        - total temperature, [K] 

T         - static temperature, [K] 

U         - magnitude of velocity, [m/s] 

 

Greek symbols: 

        - equivalence ratio 

         - specific dissipation rate, [1/s] 

    - density, [kg/m
3
]  

    - tolerance 

 

Subscripts: 

EFA     - indication of elementary flux analysis method 

ISAT     - indication of ISAT algorithm 

P        - variable at P1 injector station 

S        - variable at S1 injector station  

t       - total sum of variable 

 

Abbreviations: 
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AFTPs  - adiabatic flame temperature profiles  

CSP   - computational singular perturbation 

DAC  - dynamic adaptive chemistry 

EFA  - elementary flux analysis 

HIFiRE-2 - hypersonic international flight research experimentation flight 2 

IDTs  - ignition delay times 

ISAT  - in-situ adaptive tabulation 

LFSs  - laminar flame speeds 

MaxRE     - maximum relative error 

MeanRE   - mean relative error 

PaSR    - partially stirred reactor 

PFAEP  - path flux analysis with error propagation 

SA   - sensitivity analysis 

SCPs  - species concentration profiles 

TDAC  - tabulation of dynamic adaptive chemistry 
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